Feature

Description
YKB2608MG/H is a constant torque high performance driver with microstep, voltage range from DC24-80V，single power input.
It can match two phase hybrid step motors whose rated current under 6.0A、flange size range from 57～86mm.
Owe to bipolar constant current chopper control of the driver circuit, the motor can run smoothly and hardly has any noise.
Rising the voltage can greatly improve high speed performance and output torque of the motor. Once the pulse stops for
100ms，the phase current will automatically cut by half, which can reduce chances of overheat. Users can operate the driver
with microstep in low speed occasion.The upmost microstep can be set to 200.

Installation dimensions(Unit:mm)

Origin indicator
Power indicator
Over current indicator
Overheat indicator
Current setting
Pulse signal input +
Pulse signal inputDirection signal +
Direction signal Motor free +
Motor free Origin output +
Origin output -

Note:D1,Self detect switch,when D1=OFF accept external signal;
when D1=ON driver internal send 7.5kHz pulse,then the microstep should
be set as 10-50.

Note:Self detect switch,when D1=OFF accept external signal;
when D1=ON driver internal send 7.5kHz pulse,then the
microstep should be set as 16-64.

Mark

D2=ON,PU is clockwise pulse signal

+V
-V

Caution
1. Do not reverse the power input,input voltage should not exceed DC80V。
2. Input logic should be 5V，otherwise it should connect a resistor
3.Due to the special control circuit, this module for 4 leads or 6 leads or 8 leads step motors.
4. O.H is malfunction indicator. Once the driver temperature exceeds 70°C,the current will be cut off automatically and the driver will
resume working till the temperature drops to 50°C. If this happens,please install ventilation equipment.
5. Once over current (short circuit)/under voltage occur, LED O.C lights, please shut off power and check the electricity circuit to solve
the problem, then restore power supply
6. PWR is power indicator，it lights when power on
7. Passing the origin or there is pulse output, TM LED lights

